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Featured Paper Pumpkin Kit:  

 Love You A Lot, April 2015 
 
Additional supplies used:  

 Work of Art Stamp Set (134114C) or (134111W) 
 133674 Kraft Card Stock, 131197 Bermuda Bay Card Stock (2-1/2" X 4" 
 131181 Soft Sky Pad, 131175 Coastal Cabana,  131171 Bermuda Bay, 131260 2013-2015 Stampin' 

Write Markers (Coastal Cabana), 131259 Brights Stampin' Write Markers (Bermuda Bay and Pacific 
Point) 

 132140 1-1/4" Burlap Ribbon, 135639 Baked Brown Sugar Thick Baker's Twine, 104294 Sticky Strip, 
103954 Aqua Painter 

 
Instructions: 
Pocket: 

1. Assemble the Kraft pocket from the PP kit. 
2. For all the stamping on this project (except the words), use the following method.  Ink up the stamp, but 

before stamping, use an Aqua Painter or paint brush to lightly brush clear water over the stamp.  You may 
want to practice this technique a few times before stamping on your project. 

3. Use Coastal Cabana ink to stamp the diagonal line along the top of the pocket.   
4. Use Pacific Point ink to stamp the Work of Art watercolor line stamp on the bottom of the pocket. 
5. Adhere the blue die cut strip from the PP kit around the pocket. 
6. Cut Burlap Ribbon 7" long.  Adhere with Sticky Strip. 
7. Use Pacific Point, Bermuda Bay and Coastal Cabana Stampin' Write Markers to color the Work of Art 

wavy line stamp.  (Use an Aqua Painter to brush clear water over the stamp before stamping  Clean the 
brush between colors.)  Stamp on Kraft paper. 

8. Cut out the wavy stamp and adhere with dimensionals. 



9. Cut two pieces of Baked Brown Sugar Thick Baker's Twine 11" long, fold in half, feed through the hole 
from front to back, feed the ends through the loop and tighten.  Fray the edges. 

Card: 
1. Use the smallest watercolor stamp from the Work of Art stamp set to stamp Soft Sky ink towards the top 

of the white paper provided in the PP kit.  (Remember to brush with an Aqua Painter before stamping.)   
2. Turn the stamp over and stamp again with Coastal Cabana. 
3. Use the larger watercolor stamp from Work of Art stamp set to stamp Bermuda Bay. 
4. Turn the stamp over and stamp again with Pacific Point.  Be sure to dry the paper completely before 

proceeding. 
5. Stamp "hey", the ",", and "DUDE" in Pacific Point ink.  Stamp directly, do not brush the stamp with water 

this time. 
6. Adhere the white paper to Bermuda Bay card stock. 
7. Loop Pacific Point Baker's Twine around both pieces two times and tie with a knot.  Fray the edges. 
8. Adhere the whole piece to the blue mini card from the PP kit with dimensionals. 
9. Enjoy! 

 
 
Thank you for being a My Paper Pumpkin subscriber!  I appreciate your loyalty!  Please remember that these special tutorials 
are for subscribers only and I do kindly ask that you not share them.  Your understanding is appreciated. 
 
 


